Abstract Natural language sentences that talk about two or more sets of entities can be assigned various readings. The ones in which the sets are independent of one another are particularly challenging from the formal point of view. In this paper we will call them 'Independent Set (IS) readings'. Cumulative and collective readings are paradigmatic examples of IS readings. Most approaches aiming at representing the meaning of IS readings implement some kind of maximality conditions on the witness sets involved. Two kinds of maximization have been proposed in the literature: 'Local' and 'Global' maximization. In this paper, we present an online questionnaire whose results appear to support Local maximization. The latter seems to capture the proper interplay between the semantics and the pragmatics of multi-quantifier sentences, provided that witness sets are selected on pragmatic grounds.
(1)
We do think that the answer is "Yes". The same answer has been given by several friends or colleagues that were asked to judge the example. In fact, the figure does contain two dots d 1 and d 2 , which are less than half of all the dots in the figure, and they are both connected with three same stars s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 . Now, is it true in (2) that "Few dots are connected with few stars"?
It is somehow harder to provide an answer to this second question. At first sight, it seems the sentence is false, or at least 'strange': probably no English speaker would ever utter that sentence in that context, whatever he wants to describe. In the literature, most approaches aiming at formally defining the truth values of sentences as such, e.g., (Schein 1993; Landman 2000; Brasoveanu 2012 ) among others, represent the two sentences under examination via formulae that are false in contexts (1) and (2) respectively. On the other hand, other approaches, e.g., (Sher 1997; Robaldo 2010a) , represent the two sentences via formulae that are true in the two contexts respectively.
It seems then that none of the mentioned approaches is completely satisfactory. In our view, the reason is that none of them take enough into account pragmatic preferences involved in witness sets' selection. This paper presents an experimental analysis of some Italian sentences whose results seem to show that such pragmatic factors are indeed at stake. We conclude by advocating a formal solution able to properly include them in the formulae.
Introduction
This paper is about Independent Set (IS) readings, a.k.a. Scopeless readings. The well-known cumulative and collective readings (Scha 1981; Landman 2000; Beck and Sauerland 2000; Kratzer 2007; Kontinen and Szymanik 2008; Szymanik 2010) are archetypal examples of IS readings. This paper, following approaches of (van der Does 1993; Schwarzschild 1996; Kratzer 2007; Robaldo 2011) , assumes there is a single class of IS readings, known as "cover readings", of which the cumulative and collective readings are merely special cases. A general example of cover reading is shown in (3). (3) Exactly three children ate exactly five pizzas. A possible meaning of (3) is that there are three children that, together, as a team, ate a total of five pizzas. In other words, five pizzas is the cumulation of the pizzas eaten by the children. Each pizza was not necessarily eaten as a whole by a child. Rather, it is likely that it has been cut into slices and shared among two or three children. In formal terms, such an interpretation is satisfied, for instance, by the following extension of ate : (4) ate M ≡ { c 1 ⊕ c 2 ⊕ c 3 , p 1 ⊕ p 2 , c 2 ⊕ c 3 , p 3 ⊕ p 4 , c 3 , p 5 } '⊕' is the standard sum operator originally introduced by Link (1983) . Assuming that a and b are two atomic individuals of the domain, 'a ⊕ b' denotes another individual referring to the set {a, b}, i.e., the team of the two individuals a and b. Therefore, in (4), children c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 , as a team, share pizzas p 1 and p 2 , the group of the two children c 2 and c 3 share p 3 and p 4 , and c 3 ate pizza p 5 on his own.
IS readings have always been problematic for theories of quantifier scope, among them Quantifier-Raising (Heim 1982; May 1985; Diesing 1992) , Quasi Logical Form (Alshawi 1992) , Quantifying-in (Montague 1974) , the Cooper Storage (Cooper 1983; Keller 1988) , and Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle 1993) . In fact, such theories by and large neglect them.
For devising a logical formalism able to represent IS readings, it is necessary to depart from standard quantifier embedding operation, i.e., from logical forms that represent different scopings by nesting quantifiers within the scope of other quantifiers (cf. Robaldo 2010b). On the contrary, the formula must include suitable 2-order variables that explicitly denote the witness sets (Sher 1997; Landman 2000; Robaldo 2011; Brasoveanu 2012) . The different scopes can be represented by setting such variables to be functionally dependent. In practice, the logic must implement a kind of set-Skolemization among witness sets. In this paper, however, we will only consider IS readings of simple sentences subject-verb-object. Exactly two witness sets are involved for each sentence, and no functional dependency among them is established.
Set-Skolemization does not suffice to properly represent the semantics of any IS reading, with any quantifier. The formulae have to be further restricted via special clauses, termed maximality conditions, when the NPs involve downward 1 monotone (M↓) or non-monotone (non-M) quantifiers (van Benthem 1986; Sher 1990; Spaan 1996; Landman 1998; Steedman 2012) . To see why, consider (5.a-c), respectively involving an M↑ quantifier (At least two), an M↓ quantifier (At most two), and a non-M quantifier (Exactly two). (5) a. At least two men walk.
b. At most two men walk. c. Exactly two men walk. It seems that (5.a-c) can be represented via (6.a-c), where M is a second order Skolem constant denoting the set of (at least/at most/exactly) two men.
)] ] Nevertheless, only (6.a) captures the truth values of the corresponding sentence. This becomes clear when one considers a model in which three men walk. In such a model, (5.a) is true, while (5.b) and (5.c) are false. Conversely, all the three formulae in (6) evaluate to true, in that all of them allow to choose a Skolem constant M denoting a set of two walking men. Therefore, we cannot allow a free choice of the constants occurring in the formulae, but this has to be further constrained. In particular, they have to denote the maximal set of individuals satisfying the predicates, e.g., the maximal set of walking men, in the examples in (6). This may be achieved by changing (6.b) and (6.c) to (7.b) and (7.c) respectively. Note that, for the sake of uniformity, the maximality condition can be inserted in (6.a) as well, thus obtaining (7.a). The truth values are not affected.
The clauses in boldface are maximality conditions asserting the nonexistence of a superset of M whose elements also satisfy man and walk . (7.a-b) are true iff M denotes the plural individual corresponding to the set of all walking men, and this contains exactly two and at most two individuals respectively. In a model including three walking men, (7.a) and (7.b) correctly turn out to be false.
However, as explained below, it is still unclear in the literature how maximality conditions should be asserted when two or more sets of individuals are involved, i.e., for the proper representation of IS readings like (3). Till now, two non-equivalent kinds of maximality conditions have been proposed. This paper discusses an online questionnaire we conducted to investigate how humans interpret IS readings in Italian. The results seem to show that pragmatics plays a crucial role in the interpretation of the IS readings. Currently, only one of the two kinds of maximality conditions is able to properly account for such pragmatic factors.
However, our conclusions do not merely state that the latter is necessarily preferred. Even though our empirical work does not refer to any concrete semantic formalism, we do advocate on theoretical grounds a different conception of maximality conditions. They must not be seen as mere "constraints" that need to be satisfied in order to state that a certain formula is true or false in a certain context. Rather, they must be seen as part of the asserted knowledge, needed to make inferences about the sets of entities at stake.
Maximality Conditions on Multi-quantifier Sentences
To our knowledge, the first who proposed a relevant generalization of the formulae in (7) for dealing with two or more sets of individuals has been Sher (1990 Sher ( , 1997 . However, the framework of (Sher 1997 ) is able to represent only a very particular class of IS readings, known as Branching Quantifier readings, that are very rare in natural language (Gierasimczuk and Szymanik 2009) . Such readings require the cartesian product of the witness sets to be included in the main predicate's extension. Therefore, with respect to two sets S 1 and S 2 , each individual in S 1 must be related, via the semantic relation denoted by the main predicate, with each individual in S 2 (and vice versa).
Sentence (3) does not have such a reading, because (parts of) pizzas cannot be eaten by more than one child. On the other hand, the Branching Quantifier reading is available for the examples shown in the Prologue. More generally, Branching Quantifier readings only involve semantic relations, like "be connected", that allow mutual sharing of the items in the object among those in the subject. In Sher's theory, sentence (8) has a Branching Quantifier reading that is represented via the formula (9). The formula states that there are two sets P 1 M and P 2 M , respectively including two dots and three stars, such that their cartesian product P 1 M × P 2 M is included in the extension of connect . Clauses in boldface are maximality conditions: there is not a super-cartesian product included in connect 's extension.
(8) Exactly two dots are connected with exactly three stars.
The scenario shown above in (1) satisfies (9), because it includes two sets P 1 M ≡ {d 1 , d 2 } and P 2 M ≡ {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } such that their cartesian product is included in the main predicate's extension. In other words, it holds:
And the model does not include a super-cartesian product of P 1 M × P 2 M still included in connect M . In other words, it is not possible to add a dot in P 1 M or a star in P 2 M such that each dot in the former would be still connected with each star in the latter.
Despite the limited linguistic coverage, the insights of Sher's approach were rather promising, and worth to be generalized [cf. with the strategy of bounded composition suggested by Dalrymple et al. (1998) and the determiner fitting operator of Winter (2001) ]. This was done by Robaldo (2010a Robaldo ( , 2011 . The latter may be also considered as a generalization of the approach of (Scha 1981) , focused on the notion of maximality of the witness sets. The formula proposed by Robaldo (2011) for representing the meaning of sentence (3) is shown in (11).
Cover is a meta-predicate stating that every individual in P 1 M,g and P 2 M,g occurs somewhere in the variable C M,g , and that the latter is made up only from individuals in P 1 M,g and P 2 M,g . In practice, C M,g describes how the individuals in the witness sets P 1 M,g and P 2 M,g sub-combine into teams, for carrying out the actions. Some of such actions are possibly collective, because at least one of their participants is a team, not a singular individual.
Note that, in (11), P 1 and P 2 , i.e., the variables denoting the witness sets, are no longer existentially quantified. Drawing from insights of (Schwarzschild 1996) , the formula in (11) has to be interpreted both with respect to a model M and an assignment g, that provides a value for the free variables.
A g's assignment that makes (3) true in context (4) is the following:
This paper precisely focuses on this architectural choice. As it will be explained below, g must be designed in order to take into account all pragmatic factors needed to identify the witness sets the sentence is about.
Local and Global Maximality Conditions
Let us mark Sher's maximality conditions, like (9) in boldface, as 'Local maximality conditions'. Their name comes from the fact that they require the nonexistence of cartesian products including the one generated by P 1 M,g and P 2 M,g . In other words, witness sets are firstly selected, then they are maximized, i.e., it is asserted that no superset of them satisfying the formula exists.
The kind of maximization is the same as the one proposed by Robaldo (2011) . The latter simply requires maximal covers, that are a generalization of maximal cartesian products. The crucial difference between the proposals of Robaldo (2011) and Sher (1997) is that the former selects witness sets via an assignment g rather than via an existential quantification.
As noted by Schein (1993) , pp. 284-293, Sher's maximality conditions yield incorrect truth values when the model includes two or more isomorphic cartesian products satisfying the predication. Schein considers the evaluation of the following sentences:
(13) a. Exactly two dots are connected with exactly two stars.
b. At least two dots are connected with at least two stars. in the following model: The sentence (13.a) is false in Fig. 1 , while it is easy to see that the corresponding formula 2 in Sher's is true, given that it requires the existence of at least one relevant cartesian product. Sher (1990) tries to fix her formulae by introducing an additional clause that requires the uniqueness of the cartesian product. A "unique maximum" requirement on witness sets is also advocated by Winter (2001, pp. 233) . However, Schein (1993) observes that such a uniqueness requirement leads to incorrect truth values when only M↑ quantifiers are involved. In particular, Schein provides evidence that both versions of Sher's are unable to state that sentences (13.a) is false in Fig. 1 , while (13.b) is true.
In light of Schein's observations, (Landman 2000) , and recently (Brasoveanu 2012) , propose an alternative maximization, called here 'Global maximization'.
Landman (2000) represents 3 sentence (13.a) via the formula (14). Clauses in boldface are (Global) maximality conditions. (14) ∃e ∈ * CONNECT : ∃x ∈ * DOT : |x| = 2 ∧ * Ag(e) = x∧ ∃y ∈ * STAR : |y| = 2 ∧ * Th(e) = y∧ | * Ag( {e ∈ CONNECT : Ag(e) ∈ DOT ∧ Th(e) ∈ STAR})| = 2∧ | * Th( {e ∈ CONNECT : Ag(e) ∈ DOT ∧ Th(e) ∈ STAR})| = 2 Formula (14) asserts the existence of a plural event e whose agent is a plural individual made up of two dots and whose theme is a plural individual made up of two stars.
The maximality conditions state that the global number of dots in the model must be exactly two (and so for the stars). In other words, contrary to what is done in Local maximization, the clauses in boldface do not refer to the same events and individuals quantified in the first row. Rather, they require that the number of dots connected to a star in the whole model is exactly two and so for the number of stars connected to a dot in the whole model. In other words, the witness sets are selected via an existential quantification, as in (Sher 1997) , and the maximality conditions assert that these witness sets are the sets of all individuals participating in the main predicate's extension.
It is easy to see that, under these conditions, (13.a) comes out false in Fig. 1 . Conversely, (13.b) comes out true, provided we substitute ' =2' with '≥2' everywhere in the formula.
Are Local and Global Maximizations Effective Solutions?
We have seen that Sher's theory is problematic when the model includes multiple pairs of witness sets that satisfy the main predicate, e.g., Fig.1 .
Landman (2000) and Brasoveanu (2012) propose then to use Global maximization, a solution that works, at least in the models analyzed by Schein. Nevertheless, it is rather easy to find examples where Global maximization does not predict the proper In our view, it cannot be felicitously said that (13.a) is false in Fig. 2 . The visual effect obtained by the dense sub-structure on the right tend to "isolate" the one on the left, i.e., to see the latter separated from the rest. Such a visual effect does not occur in Fig. 1 , where the sub-structures are completely isomorphic. On the other hand, the multiple availability of witness sets does not seem to confuse the reader for sentences involving M↑ quantifiers, perhaps because they are simpler to interpret (cf. Geurts and van der Silk 2005; Szymanik and Zajenkowski 2013) .
In light of these considerations, relying on Global maximization appears to be a solution too rigid for being fully effective. The interpretation of multi-quantifier sentences does not always take into account all individuals in the model. Sometimes, the sentence's meaning is restricted to sub-groups of individuals, in case certain "pragmatic factors" occur either in the sentence or in the model.
However, Global maximization is intrinsically unable to handle such cases, because it maximizes the main predicate's extension, not the selected witness sets.
On the contrary, Local maximization is asserted on the selected witness sets, and so it is able to deal with both cases, i.e., both when the witness sets are the sets of all individuals participating in the main predicate's extension (Global reading), and when they are only subsets of the latter (Local reading).
Therefore, rather than modifying the way witness sets are maximized, a more flexible mechanism for selecting them should be provided. A solution could be the one proposed by Robaldo (2011) . The 2-order variables occurring in the formulae are no longer existentially quantified. Rather, their value is provided by an assignment g. g is in charge of implementing the preference criteria, i.e., what we termed above as "pragmatic factors", involved in the witness sets' selection.
For testing how pragmatic criteria may be engaged in the interpretation, we conducted an online questionnaire in Italian. The statistical analysis of the results seems to confirm the hypothesis about the crucial role of pragmatics in quantifiers' interpretation, and in what way pragmatics is involved.
Participants
The data were collected via an online questionnaire that was made available by a http server. We used the social network Facebook to invite people to the questionnaire. The questionnaire displays pairs of Italian sentences and figures describing contexts with boys eating pizzas. Subjects had to decide whether the sentence was true given a selected figure. The questionnaire was filled out by 20,092 Italian participants (55.86 % female). Their mean age was 24 years (SD = 8).
In order to check whether the results of the questionnaire apply to languages other than Italian, we translated the questionnaire into three other languages (Polish, English, and German) for which we collected 809 additional answers. The additional results are presented in "Appendix". No significant differences were found in the answers provided when the questionnaire was presented in different languages, which suggests that our findings are language-independent. However, we know that such a generalized conclusion across languages is not viable, as there are known cases of quantifiers subject to different readings in different languages. In other words, further empirical investigations need to be carried out to explore the extent to which quantifiers differ in different languages. Further details on this issue may be found in "Appendix".
Materials and Procedure
The questionnaire included eight trials with target sentences and twelve fillers 4 . Participants were asked to evaluate one sentence at a time. Two target sentences were never adjacent in the sequence; one or more fillers were always displayed between them. The target sentences, listed below in (15), had the same syntactic structure of (3). They only varied with respect to the subject/object quantifiers: (15) Sentences have been chosen in the light of examples mentioned in the previous sections. We are interested to directly study claims from the literature on IS readings. Three sentences involve non-M quantifiers only; they are isomorphic to the examples used by Schein for arguing contra Sher. Other three sentences involve a M↓ quantifier in the subject and a non-M quantifier in the object. They represent mixed cases that are not discussed by Schein, but that we consider anyway relevant for empirical research. Finally, two sentences involve M↑ quantifiers only.
Each sentence was associated with four figures, describing each a scenario with boys eating pizzas. All sentences but the two involving only M↑ quantifiers are evaluated in scenarios that include sub-structures of witness sets satisfying the main predicate. In other words, their evaluation in these scenarios is logically false under Global maximization, while it is true under Local maximization plus pragmatic identification of the witness sets. On the contrary, for the two sentences involving only M↑ quantifiers the opposite holds: they are true under Global maximization and false under Local maximization plus pragmatic identification of the witness sets.
Participants had to decide whether the sentence was true given a selected figure. The system selected the figure so that each of the four figures associated with a sentence was evaluated by an equal number of subjects (see below). Subjects provided an answer by pressing one of the corresponding buttons "Yes", "No", or "Don't know" ("Sì", "No", and "Non lo so", in Italian). At the beginning, subjects read a page of instructions that explained how to read the figures. Boys are connected to pizzas by means of lines that represent eating actions. If more boys are connected to a single pizza, the boys ate that pizza together, by cutting it into slices. Boys can have different colors. Boys with the same color are assumed to belong to the same football team.
Our predictions with respect to Fig. 3 were that subjects most likely would answer "Sì" ("Yes"). If they did it, it may be concluded that they identified a subgroup of fewer than two boys (presumably, the two ones in red) who ate a single pizza.
Of course, it may be argued that although the sentences in (15) are grammatically acceptable, they are very hard to find in everyday language. In other words, they may sound odd without a specific context. Nevertheless, as pointed out above, we are interested in directly studying claims from the literature on IS readings, and so we need to use sentences that are structurally similar to the ones used in Schein (1993) , Sher (1997) , Landman (2000) , Robaldo (2011), and Brasoveanu (2012) . That is why our instructions provide a natural context in which a sentence of the form "X boys ate Y pizzas" may be interpreted as "a group of X boys ate a group of Y pizzas". However, the possibility of judging a sentence as odd in a certain context is still accounted for, both in the questionnaire (subjects may press the "Don't know" button) and in the advocated logical theory (the assignment g may fail, meaning that it is unable to Fig. 3 A screenshot of the questionnaire detect whether the model contains or does not contain suitable witness sets). It could also be argued that even sentences that appear to be linguistically valid could sound odd in certain contexts, and thus that this possibility should be always allowed.
Pragmatic Factors
The four figures associated with a sentence differ for two pragmatic factors. The role of the two pragmatic factors is to either favor or disfavor the desired (either Local or Global) interpretation. The color/no-color alternation was tested within all target sentences. However, the crossing/no-crossing alternation was only tested within target sentences 2 and 3, whereas the distance/no-distance alternation was tested within target sentences 1, and 4-8. Therefore, two separate analyses were performed. The analysis of the factors color and distance included target sentences 1, and 4-8, and the analysis of color and crossing included target sentences 2 and 3.
Given the two pragmatic factors, four scenarios are generated: one involving both of them, two ones involving either one of them, and one involving neither. The full list of scenarios is shown in the next subsection.
Each subject evaluates only one of the four figures associated with every trial. In order to guarantee that all 8 × 4 scenarios are evaluated by an equal number of subjects, we built tuples of twenty trials, each corresponding to a different combination. Nevertheless, we did not generated all 4 8 combinations. We wanted to avoid, for instance, the tuple where all its trials do not involve any pragmatic factor. Thus, we imposed some constraints on tuples' generation. They all include a sequence of trials where colored boys are alternated. For instance, in half of the tuples Test1 involves colored boys, Test2 involves non-colored ones, Test3 involves colored ones, etc. The other half also features that alternation, but it starts by showing non-colored boys: Test1 involves non-colored boys, Test2 involves colored ones, Test3 involves non-colored ones, etc. Then, all possible combinations 5 of (non-)arrangement of the substructures are generated. Therefore, we obtained 2 × 2 8 = 512 tuples. The order of the tuples was then randomized and stored in the database. Once a subject connected to the server, a tuple of trials among the ones that have been evaluated by fewer persons was selected. Thus, each of the 512 tuples was evaluated by an (almost) equal number of subjects.
The Full List of Figures
In this subsection, we report the four scenarios associated with each of the eight target sentences. Furthermore, we explain the additional pragmatic factors inserted therein and our predictions of the results.
Trail 1 Esattamente tre ragazzi hanno mangiato esattamente tre pizze (Exactly three boys ate exactly three pizzas)
A B C D
As pointed out above, three sentences of the questionnaire involve non-M quantifiers only. They are three variants of Schein's example illustrated in Fig. 1 , that is true under Global maximization but false under Local one. The target sentence of Trial 1 is one of them. Trial 1 includes the same Exactly-n quantifier both in the subject and in the object, as sentence (13.a). However, the four scenarios differ from Fig. 1 because there is a single sub-structure satisfying the main predication, rather than multiple ones. We predicted that most subjects would answer "Yes" in the present trial.
Trail 2 Esattamente un ragazzo ha mangiato esattamente una pizza (Exactly one boy ate exactly one pizza)
Also the sentence used in Trial 2 involves non-M quantifiers only. Trial 2 shares with Trial 1 the non-occurrence in the model of multiple sub-structures satisfying the main predication and the use of the same quantifier both in the subject and in the object. However, we predicted a number of "Yes" answers greater than those of Trial 1 because the Exactly-n quantifier is "Exactly one". The latter seems to have a strong pragmatic preference towards Local readings. Therefore, in our view subjects most likely would focus on the single boy connected to a single pizza, that occurs in the figures. Even if the crossing in figures (B) and (D) should disfavor the identification of this sub-structure, we predicted that "Exactly one" is stronger than the crossing pragmatic factor, i.e., to collect an high number of "Yes" answers also for (B) and (D).
Trial 2 is considered "simpler" than Trial 1. Therefore, it has been inserted in second position. We did not want to show the one that we consider the "simplest" trial as first. Trial 1 is considered of "medium complexity". The trial involving non-M quantifier only that we consider as the most complex is shown in sixth position (see below).
Trail 3 Meno di tre ragazzi hanno mangiato esattamente una pizza (Fewer than three boys ate exactly one pizza)
A B
C D
Trial 3 is similar to Trial 2. The only difference is that it involves a M↓ quantifier in the subject, in place of "Exactly one". As in Trial 2, we predict that 'Exactly one" should strongly favor the identification of the sub-structure of two boys and a pizza, On the other hand, we predict that most subjects would answer "No", except perhaps in scenario (A). In the latter, we predict that they would most likely consider the eleven boys as a single group. If such results are met, it may be concluded that neither the truth values of M↑ quantifiers are so deterministic, despite their alleged simplicity from a cognitive point of view.
Trail 5 Meno della metà dei ragazzi ha mangiato esattamente tre pizze (Fewer than half of the boys ate exactly three pizzas)

A B C D
Trial 5 is a variation of Trial 3. Both trials involve a M↓ quantifier in the subject and a non-M quantifier in the object. In our view, their level of cognitive complexity is almost the same. In Trial 5, the quantifier in the subject is a proportional quantifier, which should be simpler to interpret than the counting quantifier used in the subject of Trial 3. On the other hand, the sentence of Trial 3 involves the quantifier "Exactly one" in the object. In our assumptions, "Exactly one" features a pragmatic preference towards the identification of sub-structures stronger than the one of "Exactly three".
Trail 6 Esattamente due ragazzi hanno mangiato esattamente tre pizze (Exactly two boys ate exactly three pizzas)
A B C D
Trial 6 is the third and last test that uses non-M quantifiers only. It represents a third variant of the example used by Schein for arguing contra Sher. The only difference with respect to the latter is that the Exactly-n quantifier in the subject is different from the Exactly-n quantifier in the object. On the other hand, both the four scenarios in Trial 6 and the model in Fig. 1 include multiple isomorphic sub-structures, satisfying the main predication, where every boy is connected to every pizza. For this reason, as pointed out above, we predict that the results for Trial 6 would have a lower percentage of "Yes" answers than Trial 1 and Trial 2.
Trail 7 Più di cinque ragazzi hanno mangiato più di quattro pizze (More than five boys ate more than four pizzas)
A B C D
Trial 7 is the second trial of the questionnaire that involves two M↑ quantifiers, the other one being Trial 4. With respect to Trial 4, Trial 7 involves fewer boys and fewer pizzas and its scenarios contain only two sub-structures of boys and pizzas. Moreover, both quantifiers in Trial 7's sentence are numerical quantifiers. Their interpretation should be more deterministic than the one of "Most", used in Trial 4's sentence. For these reasons, we predicted that subjects would globally interpret Trial 7's sentence most likely than in Trial 4. In other words, we expected a greater percentage of "Yes" answers in the results of Trial 7 than in those of Trial 4.
Trail 8 Meno di tre ragazzi hanno mangiato esattamente una pizza (Fewer than three boys ate exactly one pizza)
C D
The final trial, like Trial 3 and Trial 5, involves a M↓ quantifier in the subject and an Exactly-n quantifier in the object. The Exactly-n quantifier in the object is "Exactly one", that should favor the identification of sub-structures. On the contrary, each scenario in Trial 8 includes two isomorphic sub-structures satisfying the main predication, a feature that should disfavor Local maximization. The target sentence is the same used in Trial 3. Nevertheless, we predict to register a greater number of "No" answers in Trial 8's scenarios than in Trial 3's ones, because the former involve more boys and pizzas than the latter and includes two isomorphic sub-structures satisfying the main predication.
Results
The following analyses concern the effects of color (no-color vs. color), crossing (no-crossing vs. crossing), and distance (no-distance vs. distance) on the probability of a local interpretation. The data were analyzed by means of logistic regression, because the outcome variable is binary (local interpretation vs. global interpretation). More specifically, we fitted logistic linear mixed-effects models, to account for random variation due to individual differences and test items. Traditional analysis of variance (ANOVAs) cannot account for multiple sources of random variation. We fitted separate models for the factors distance and crossing, as distance was manipulated for sentences 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, and crossing for sentences 2 and 3. Both models include the factor color, as color was manipulated across all sentences. Figure 4 depicts the mean proportion of local interpretations across participants. It clearly shows an effect of color. In fact, the main effect of color is significant; for target sentences 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 (Fig. 4a) , χ 2 (1) = 229.0, p < .001, and for target sentences 2 and 3 (Fig. 4b) , χ 2 = 29.0, p < .001. On average, the proportion of local interpretations was highest if the groups of boys were depicted in distinct colors. The proportion of local interpretations was slightly lower if there were no distinct colors indicating separate groups of boys.
On visual inspection, there does not seem to be an effect of distance (Fig. 4a) . However, the main effect of distance is significant, χ 2 = 5.8, p = .016, probably due to our large sample size. The proportion of local interpretations was just slightly higher if the groups of boys were depicted with greater distance between them. The mean difference in the proportion of local interpretations, between the no-distance versus (a) (b) Fig. 4 Mean proportion of local interpretations, and the effects of distance (a), crossing (b), and color (a and b). Standard errors were too small to depict distance conditions, was 0.6 %. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , there was no significant interaction between the factors color and distance. Figure 4b clearly shows an effect of crossing. The mean proportion of local interpretations decreases if the connections between boys and pizzas cross between subgroups of boys. This main effect is significant, χ 2 = 224.6, p < .001.
There is also a significant interaction between color and crossing, χ 2 = 8.9, p = .003. The positive effect of color on Local Readings was strongest if the scenarios (i.e., pictures of boys eating pizzas) included crossings between subgroups of boys. In other words, the presence of crossings between subgroups of boys disfavors a Local Reading, but that effect diminishes if the subgroups of boys are highlighted by distinct colors.
Sentence-by-Sentence Analyses
This subsection shows and discusses how well the predictions fit each individual test trial. For each trial, we present a table that reports the number of local (i.e., "Yes" answers) and global (i.e., "No" answers) interpretations. We perform Chi-squared test to compare within-sentence effects of color, distance, and crossing, and to compare the number of local / global interpretations between sentences. All p values reported in this section were adjusted by means of the Bonferonni-Holm correction to account for the family-wise error-rate.
Trail 1 Exactly three boys ate exactly three pizzas
The results of Trial 1 do not meet our predictions about it. Most subjects interpreted the sentence globally, i.e., by considering all boys as a whole group. However, the proportion of local interpretations is significantly greater for scenarios (C) and (D) than for scenarios (A) and (B), which involve the pragmatic factor Color, χ 2 (1, N = 19,054) = 92.44, p < .001.
Scenarios (B) and (D) involve the pragmatic factor Distance, in contrast to scenarios (A) and (C). However, the number of local interpretations does not significantly differ between the former and latter scenarios (Table 1) . Trial 1 is the only trial where our hypotheses are not confirmed. The other two trials involving an Exactly-n quantifier both in the subject and in the object (Trial 2 and Trial 6) do have a greater number of "Yes" answers than "No" answers.
Trial 1 is the first trial shown to the subjects, after the instruction page (and three fillers). Several explanations appear to be available for justifying its results. It could be that Trial 1 features an intrinsic preference towards Global maximization. Or, it could be that subjects are somehow confused at the beginning of the questionnaire, and that confusion induced them to press "No" by following an instinctive default preference towards Global maximization.
Trail 2 Exactly one boy ate exactly one pizza
The results partially meet our predictions for Trial 2. Most subjects identified the single boy connected with a single pizza in each scenario, and considered the sentence true in each scenario. Note that scenarios (A) and (C) have a significantly greater proportion of local interpretations (i.e., "Yes" answers) than scenarios (B) and (D), χ 2 (1, N = 19,435) = 107.91, p < .001. The latter are the two scenarios involving the pragmatic factor Crossing that, as we expected, induces participants to consider the boys as a whole group.
The number of local interpretations did not significantly differ between scenarios that involved the pragmatic factor Color ((C) and (D)) and those that did not ((A) and (B)) ( Table 2) .
Trail 3 Fewer than three boys ate exactly one pizza
The results of Trial 3 fully meet our expectations. The scenarios that include the pragmatic factor Crossing ((A) and (C)) have a significantly lower number of local interpretations than the scenarios without Crossing, χ 2 (1, N = 18,884) = 107.6, p < .001 ( Table 3 ).
Scenarios that include the pragmatic factor Color ((C) and (D)) have a significantly greater number of local interpretations than the scenarios without Color, χ 2 (1, N = 18,884) = 31.24, p < .001. Trail 4 More than three boys ate most pizzas For Trial 4, we registered a percentage of "No" greater than the one of "Yes" in all four scenarios. We think this is a great result in favor of Local maximization. Although the sentence used in Trial 4 involves two M↑ quantifiers, subjects do not tend to consider the boys in the figures as a whole group (Table 4) .
Another interesting result is the relevant number of "Don't know" answers, much greater than the one registered in the other trials. In our view, several subjects felt unable to evaluate the sentence because they found the scenarios too complex, perhaps because of the high number of items and lines occurring therein. By using an assignment g for identifying the witness sets, as proposed by Robaldo (2011) , it is possible to emulate Trial 4 subjects' behavior. The function g can fail, because it does not have enough knowledge for identifying the witness sets in the context. Of course, such an outcome corresponds to a "Don't know" answer. A dialogue system could then overcome the problem by asking the interlocutor to provide further knowledge for properly identifying the sets of entities he/she refers to.
The pragmatic factor Color did not significantly increase the number of local interpretations, but the factor distance did have a positive effect on the number of local interpretations, χ 2 (1, N = 15111) = 23.73, p < .001.
Trail 5 Fewer than half of the boys ate exactly three pizzas
The results of Trial 5 are surprisingly good with respect to our predictions. We did not expect the proportion of "Yes" answers to be greater than the proportion of "Yes" answers acknowledged for Trial 2, which involves two occurrences of the "Exactly one" quantifier. However, the proportion of local interpretations is significantly higher for Trial 5 than for Trial 2, χ 2 (1, N = 37,719) = 132.07, p < .001. Thus, it seems that the truth values of multi-quantifier sentences with mixed monotonicity do not easily reconcile with Schein's assumptions (Table 5) .
However, the pragmatic factors Color and Distance are not significant. Trail 6 Exactly two boys ate exactly three pizzas Similarly to Trial 5, we did not expect a so high number of "Yes" answers for Trial 6. The latter is rather close to Schein's example in Fig. 1 , the only relevant difference being the use of two different Exactly-n quantifiers in the subject and in the object. For this reason, as said above we predicted that subjects would tend to interpret Trial 6 under Global maximilization more likely than in Trial 1. The results attested the opposite. However, this effect might be biased a bit, because of the first-sentence effect (Table 6 ).
As hypothesized, the pragmatic factors Color and Distance both have a significant positive effect on the proportion of local interpretations, χ 2 (1, N = 19,029) = 144.96, p < .001 and χ 2 (1, N = 19,029) = 88.86, p < .001, respectively.
Trail 7 More than five boys ate more than four pizzas The target sentence used in Trial 7 involves two M↑ quantifiers, like the one used in Trial 4. We got results similar to the ones of the latter. They seem to provide further evidence about the not so easy evaluation of sentences involving M↑ quantifiers only. Note that the numbers of "Don't know" answers are lower than the ones registered for Test4. Therefore, Trial 7's scenarios appear to be less confusing than Trial 4's ones, probably because they involve less boys, pizzas, and lines (Table 7) . Quite surprisingly, the pragmatic factor Color had a significant negative effect on the proportion of local interpretations, opposite to the positive effect of Color for the other sentences, χ 2 (1, N = 18,021) = 74.25, p < .001. The pragmatic factor Distance did not significantly increase the proportion of local interpretations.
Trail 8 Fewer than three boys ate exactly one pizza
The results of Trial 8 partially meet our predictions. Note that the proportion of "Yes" answers is almost the same in each scenario. The pragmatic factor Color did affect the evaluation of the sentence, but the factor Distance did not. The proportion of local interpretations is significantly higher for scenarios that included Color ((C) and (D)) than for scenarios that did not ((A) and (B)), χ 2 (1, N = 18,533) = 6.13, p = .013.
Nor the occurrence in the models of two isomorphic witness sets satisfying the main predication seems to induce subjects' interpretation towards Global maximization (Table 8) . This sentence has a significantly greater proportion of local interpretations that the sentence in Trial 3, χ 2 (1, N = 37,417) = 44.34, p < .001.
Discussion and Outlook
Although our expectations has been, by and large, met, it is clear that eight trials are not enough for saying the last word on the role of pragmatics in the interpretation of multiquantifier sentences and/or the proper formalization of such sentences. We designed the scenarios to support the existence of Local readings, i.e., to provide counter-examples to Schein's claims. And, indeed, it turned out that Local readings are available, under certain circumstances. Therefore, the logical formulae must incorporate a treatment of pragmatic factors that enables them. In Sect. 6.1, some alternatives are considered.
On the other hand, although the trademark feature used to distinguish the trials has been monotonicity (three trials involving non-M quantifiers only, three trials involving a M↓ quantifier in the subject and a non-M quantifier in the object, two trials involving M↑ quantifiers only), from questionnaire's results it seems that new relevant features are involved in quantifiers' interpretation. Section 7.2 outlines the main ones. They will be addressed in our future questionnaire/experiments.
Formalizing IS Readings
This subsection outlines some of the possible solutions for incorporating an account of pragmatic factors within the logical formulae.
A good survey of the alternative solutions is given by Stanley and Szabò (2000) . There are basically two approaches to the problem, termed by Neale (1990) and Reimer (1998) as the explicit and the implicit approach. The former deals with quantifier domain restrictions as if they were ellipses. In the latter, formulae are evaluated into local sub-models, considered more salient than the whole model with respect to a certain interpretation. Stanley and Szabò (2000) argue that both approaches seem to be inadequate.
In particular, "Model-theoretic" solutions belonging to the explicit approach require the definition of model theory rules relating the truth conditions of the two (nested) models, e.g., some rules like the following:
(17) For any formula and any pair of models M and M, such that M ⊆ M and is more salient in M than in M it holds:
With respect to the scenarios of our questionnaire, (17) allows to states that if a certain sentence is true for a sub-cover of boys and pizzas, then it is true in the whole figure. Stanley and Szabò (2000) argue that (17) works for single-quantifier sentences, but it is not fine-grained enough for properly handling sentences including more than one quantifier. They provide the following counter-example to (17): (18) Every sailor waved to every sailor.
Sentence (18) may be true in a context where every sailor on the ship waved to every sailor on the shore. (17) is unable to capture these truth conditions, because the predicate sailor denotes a single and fixed set sailor M in the local sub-world.
Furthermore, as discussed by Robaldo (2010b) , handling maximization in terms of the model theory rules complicates reasoning. The inference theory should take into account constraints on such rules, a solution that seems at odds with standard literature on automatic reasoning. In addition, (17) would require the introduction of additional rules for avoiding the assertion in M of inferred clauses that must only hold in M .
In light of these observations, both Stanley and Szabò (2000) and Robaldo (2011) advocate the use of variables able to denote different sets of entities. Thus, the two occurrences of 'Every sailor' in (18) could refer to different sets of sailors, and, of course, what is inferred for either set does not necessarily hold also for the other one.
As illustrated above, in Robaldo (2011) the interpretation of quantifiers is fully devolved upon an assignment g, in line with (Schwarzschild 1996) . g provides a value for every 2-order variable occurring in the formulae. g's selection may fail, and so the sentence is either taken to be false (by default) or at least "odd" in that context (cf. comments to Trial 4 in Sect. 5.1 above). Independently of the fact that the witness sets are identified either locally or globally, explicit maximality conditions apply to them, in order to trigger appropriate inferences via standard techniques, e.g., resolution, as shown by Robaldo (2010b) . Such inferences assert new clauses that hold only for the sets identified by g, e.g., for the set of sailors on the ship, but not necessarily for other (super-)sets, e.g., the set of sailors on the shore or the whole set of sailors in the universe.
A similar solution has been proposed by Brasoveanu (2012) . The author acknowledges the existence of both the Global and the Local reading for the sentence "Exactly three boys saw exactly five movies". Nevertheless, he states: "it is not clear that this (the Local reading) is even a possible reading for the sentence" and so he develops a logical account handling Global readings only. Brasoveanu's account is grounded on a maximization operator σ that takes in input a conjunction of predicates and returns the (globally) maximal sums satisfying the cumulative reading of that conjunction.
After the maximal sums have been so identified, they are required to satisfy the cardinality constraints. For instance, with respect to Brasoveanu's sample sentence, they are required to include exactly three and exactly five individuals.
In order to handle Local readings in Brasoveanu (2012)'s, it seems sufficient to re-define the operator σ , making it able to select local sums. On the other hand, the crucial difference between Robaldo's and Brasoveanu's is that in the latter the cardinality requirements are evaluated after the operator σ has identified the witness sets, while in the former they contribute to g's selection. In other words, assuming, by default, a collaborative speaker, g looks in the context for local/global sums of individuals that satisfy every clause representing the meaning of speaker's utterance, both predicates and the cardinality constraints conveyed by quantifiers.
Planning New Experiments
Let us briefly comment on our empirical findings and acknowledge the need for proper psycholinguistic experimentation. The main goal of our empirical research was to provide evidence for local interpretation of multi-quantifier sentences. Moreover, we aimed to show that pragmatic aspects of the situation may influence that interpretation. And indeed, our research has shown that people sometimes interpret multi-quantifier sentences locally and that this tendency depends on some pragmatic factors. Still our questionnaire does not allow us to draw any rigorous conclusions on humans' interpretation process of multi-quantifier sentences since in experiments with such complex natural language material there might be many factors influencing subjects' judgements. We have seen that our data are congruent, for example, with Robaldo's proposal, but they are not specific enough to imply a concrete comprehension theory. The results just prove that every good theory of quantification should be able to take into account pragmatic factors influencing interpretation.
In the proper psycholinguistic experiment we would need to control many factors. For instance, consider our Trial 4, where people were supposed to evaluate the following sentence: "More than three boys ate most pizzas". In fact, in all our pictures all the pizzas were eaten. Therefore, according to the Gricean rules, a collaborative speaker would rather say: "More than three boys ate all pizzas." That observation can potentially explain the high number of "Don't know" answers in Trial 4. In the full fledged experiment such factors should be taken into account as well.
As our goal was much more modest than designing a proper theory of quantifier comprehension, namely providing evidence in favor of pragma-semantic approach to quantification, we did not have to control such subtle factors. Even if many subjects found the sentences of Trial 4 infelicitous and answer "Don't know", still there was a significant fraction of participants that interpreted the sentences locally.
Moreover, several cognitive experimental results showed that many factors may affect the quantifier interpretation. In our questionnaire, we practically controlled only monotonicity, but the future experiment should also take into account other variables that turned out relevant in many studies, for instance, computational complexity of quantifiers (Szymanik 2009; Szymanik and Zajenkowski 2009) or their fuzziness (Sanford and Paterson 1994) .
One way to rigorously design simpler experiments investigating the influence of pragmatic factors on quantifier interpretation would be to focus on single-quantifier sentences. We expect that in that case one could clearly observe the pragmatic influence, and the preference of local interpretations in the speakers' judgements. We admit that it would be a natural order to start with simple sentences before continuing to multi-quantifier constructions, like those studied in the paper or others, e.g., reciprocal sentences of the form "Exactly six boys shared pizza with each other". However, we decided to focus on Independent Set readings as our goal was to directly contribute to the literature on scopeless readings. We believe that we achieved our aim by pointing out necessary improvements in the theory of complex quantifier sentences. Additionally, we raised general questions about the semantic-pragmatic interface in quantifier comprehension that need to be tackled in future research.
Implementation
The pragmatic factors affect the interpretation of the sentences. Therefore, the formulae representing meaning should take into account pragmatic preferences. Thus, the formulae would achieve the flexibility needed to denote the proper truth values in different contexts and under different (subjective) perspectives.
Possible solutions appear to be proposals by Robaldo (2011) or a slight revision of the framework suggested by Brasoveanu (2012) . The former, drawing from the work of (Schwarzschild 1996) , proposes to implement all pragmatic factors within an assignment g. The latter provides a value, i.e., a witness set, for every 2-order variable occurring in the formula. On the other hand, the identification may fail, and so the sentence is either taken to be false (by default) or at least "odd" in that context.
Independently of the fact that the witness sets are identified either locally or globally, explicit maximality conditions apply to them, in order to trigger appropriate inferences (cf. Robaldo 2010b). In other words, clauses of (Robaldo 2011)'s formulae must not be seen as "constraints that need to be satisfied in order to detect if a certain sentence is true in a certain context", but rather as "asserted facts about the identified witness sets, that could be used to infer new knowledge about them".
Our future works will be devoted to the implementation of the function g. In light of above discussion, g's design should not follow absolute criteria. A more promising solution would be to base g's outcome on a statistical model, that can be learned and updated. Different instantiations of that model would correspond to different preference criteria.
In order to devise such a statistical model, we plan to conduct further experiments to analyze how other pragmatic factors, like monotonicity, affect the interpretation. As we already noted in the result section the effect of distance is very small and we realize that its significance may be mostly due to the large sample size. We think it can become more important for particular monotonicities. This is an extra reason to further explore the role of monotonicity, and its interaction with other pragmatic factors.
Another interesting open problem is the question of the computational complexity of IS readings. Cumulative and collective readings, being special cases of IS readings, have been recently studied from that perspective. Szymanik (2010) has shown that Cumulative readings are tractable (PTIME computable quantifiers are closed on Cumulative reading). Kontinen and Szymanik (2008) and Kontinen and Szymanik (2011) have proved that, on the contrary, Collective readings can be highly intractable (e.g., the collective reading of proportional quantifiers is not definable in the second-order logic). By studying the computational complexity of IS readings those results could be generalized. Especially, it would be interesting to compare computational complexity of IS readings under Local and Global maximization principles. Such analysis could provide additional arguments in favor of cognitive and linguistic plausibility of one of the interpretations (cf. Szymanik 2009 Szymanik , 2010 Mostowski and Szymanik 2012) .
Conclusions
In this paper, we reported the results of an online questionnaire designed to study the subjects' interpretations of multi-quantifier sentences for which several approaches in the literature identified precise and mathematically-determined truth values. One of those is the approach originally advocated by Schein (1993) , termed here as "Global interpretation", where the truth values are deterministically computed from the cardinalities of the sets of all entities occurring in the context and the monotonicities of the quantifiers.
Our experiments were built with the intention of falsifying the truth values predicted by the Global interpretation. The scenarios were enriched with some pragmatic factors. We predicted that they induce subjects to consider sub-teams of boys and pizzas in the scenarios, rather than all boys and pizzas.
Even though, given a huge ambiguity of the presented sentences, the results of the questionnaire does not support unequivocally any concrete formal semantic representation, they show that the assumptions lying behind Global interpretation are not necessarily empirically adequate. Therefore, note that we are not claiming that Schein's observations are wrong. There is indeed a general tendency to consider all individuals in the model. However, in our view, such a general tendency should be implemented as a kind of default rule that triggers only if it is not overridden by stronger pragmatic factors.
We hope that our work not only throw some light on the semantic of natural language sentences, contributing empirical observations to the the theoretical discussion, but also illustrates how the experimental methods may be fruitfully combined with logical investigations in order to discover the underlying structures of natural language.
Results of the Questionnaire in Polish, English, and German
As mentioned at the beginning of Sect. 4, in order to check whether the results of the questionnaire apply to languages other than Italian, we translated the questionnaire into three other languages (Polish, English, and German). 809 additional participants answered to the questionnaire: 415 Polish, 305 English, and 89 German native speakers. Table 9 reports the answers of the 809 non-Italian subjects. Given the results shown in Table 9 , it seems that language does not affect the interpretation of the sentences in our questionnaire. The proportions are by and large the same found for Italian. Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the fact that the meaning of some quantifiers differ across languages and that we cannot expect to obtain the same meaning by translating quantifiers literally.
For instance, with respect to the sentence in Trial 4 ("Più di tre ragazzi hanno mangiato la maggior parte delle pizze", translated in the English version of the questionnaire as "More than three boys ate most pizzas"), an anonymous reviewer suggested that in English "most" may have a proportional or a relative reading.
According to our informants and the available literature, e.g. (Hackl 2009; Krasikova 2011; Szabolcsi 2013) , the proportional-relative ambiguity does not exist in English. The literature assumes that "most books" by itself is always proportional and "the most books" is always relative.
Indeed, such ambiguity does occur in German, but not in Italian or Polish. In our view, such potential ambiguity could not significantly affect our overall results. It seems most likely that English subjects interpreted "most" as a proportional determiner, especially, as it was explained very clearly in the instructions that trial sentences have the structure "X boys ate Y pizzas" and must be interpreted as "a group of X boys ate a group of Y pizzas". Moreover, this is the fourth trial, which took place before subjects had evaluated three syntactically similar trials with clearly proportional interpretation.
To conclude, although our findings appear to be language-independent, in this paper we should consider reliable only the results for the Italian version of the questionnaire, while the evaluation of the trials in other language would need further empirical analyses.
